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E. E. Edwards.
DIARY.
1881
January. February.
EVAN EDWARDS.
At Denver, stopping at the Wentworth Hotel, a clean, nosey, quiet stopping place, presided over by my new host, Estes, an Englishman who pride himself on having worked up from almost nothing. This large establishment. I have generally slept here and have by a curious coincidence, been assigned to room 91. The plan a good room well furnished.

This past day of the year might have a longer and bitter record, but it was a stormy day, and snow fell most of time. With Rev. Hale, of the School of Mines, I called at the Republican Office, to correct some editorial misrepresentations as to the relations of the New College and the New College State college. Then, upon Stimson and Johnson, regents of the School of Mines. In afternoon called on Dr. Philander Wiley, 5-32, lived 01, and stayed a couple of hours, discussing Abenaki matter of rear Japanese relics, letters, boxes, pictures, at 01. R. W. at his wife lives alone in a couple of upper rooms, at coast and gun burner store. Very near college situated.
Jan. 2. Sunday

Wentworth, Denver.

The cold of yesterday continues. Made an indefinite effort at changing myself. Wonder why the urge I drop my rag. The other is grit, and the harder I pull. A letter for whom this morning, with newspaper greeting all well—I wish every evening.

At ten a.m. went to my way to St. James, where I was the officials called for in Rev. H. J. H llen. Pastor Andrew was there on account of storm or cold rather. Made a new departure.

Extemporizing on the old "Say and that the former days the, " I succeeded reasonably well. Have a mind to discard reading except in lecturing funds to lecture to the society only might need. Answer his must interview my soliloquy before I can announce subject. Went back to hotel after dinner with Mrs. Hillen. A long interview with Mrs. Hille. Came near preventing me from going to church. Went to Old Lawrence St. And Earl Cranston. Church crowded and very attentive.
Jan 3rd - Monday

Wendworth - Denver.

The winter still reigns; after breakfast called at the Alford Hotel, c.d. found them the following members of the State Board of Agriculture, Waters, Stratten, Sargent, Hanner, Horner, and Ryan. At 10 we went up to the Glen Avenue building, (State House) called upon the Governor, Sup. of Pub. Instruction, c.d. Sec. of State. There was only an informal meeting of the Board before dinner. At 2, a regular meeting was held in the Governor's private room. All present but Bracken. No very great amount of business was transacted. The committees and being eating ready to depart, Strange and Hanner having been elected to the Senate to resign their places in the Board, in consequence, Mr. County asks another member, and it will be Boyd.

Called with Ryan upon Judge Stone of the Supreme Court, an old acting schoolmate, found him grizzled and set in age, the much so. Worked in room (91.) his midnight with Comm. The (ninth) Army of chairman) a running law.
Jan. 4th, 1875

Wentworth, Denver,

Prof. Blanford arriving last night with other delegates to Farmers Institute.

Carroll, Cog, Anderson, Mrs. Armstrong, Washburn, Leon, Octon. None of them slept here. Attended meeting of Board first. Made my report as Chairman of Law on Kansas.

Then went down to Denver Uni.

receiving at the opening session.

Instituted Mayor spoke his opening address. I followed up the part of lecture on Ag.

Colleges. - All other speakers gave lecture on Free program or program is preserved in scrap. Bar. Laid lecture well received. I gathered up as many students at Wilkins and Page and Left Institute.

To attend Board meeting. Board of Supervisors.

new member elected. Business concluded.

satisfactory. No Prof. elected, but I authorized to employ a tutor at 75 dollars.

Mrs. Blanford approved Florida. No taxes were only informally done. Section of first 70 rights not so well attended, but seemed to proceed.

Mrs. Armstrong distributed about.
Wendworth Denner.

State Board held a petit session at 9 a.m. to make Mrs B, Florio, Ayward, Pard, an 18 dollars per hotel bill. Called at Duff's office of and 18 dollars, refused to quote. Sent them, at greatly 12.50 a.m. for Vol. 5 Gal. Encyclopedia. Had nothing to do to try at Inst. but participate in discussions. Some a policy creed against a Press. (Pine of \text{The Horticulturalist}). He has not managed it well, but it do not think him under evil, legislature not to do. This affects the great show of attention, and it is bad for us to get a hearing. Just the 4 papers (doing) send reports, and we have in all the paper very satisfactory reports for which we are grateful.

I spend an interviewing my sister. Have an election early. That will send. I therefore select a new theme: ‘The numerous sides of a long life.’ I have my little time and Earl Croston invites us on his home for a try. I declare the after-fruit, have written for Parkinson tender's introduction.
Jan. 6. Thursday

Cranstons. Denver

Sitt's her at Medora this morn.

P. 19. 19 dollars. c. D. renewed my passport

to Earl Cranston, a pleasant, almost ideal

personage. His family consists of Rev. E. C.,
his wife, a beautiful blonde Evangeline

with waved hair rippling around her head

and face, her sister, a rather cheerful

young lady. Montgomery son of Rev. E.
of the Boston M. C. Old Lula daughter

of the present M. C. A notable young

protestant of Rev. E. wearing. The pastor

came from St. James. Lecture this

morning. Drew at C's. Took train with

Prey B. in the country at the Woods.

He as his wife, 3 children, and his wife's

sister an little people. The sister

oldest piano player. They are gardeners

at florists, and live in a summer room

with flowers, pictures, music and birds.

On very strict and beautiful painting of

a child and, as a wonderful thing upon

the white wall is a flashing light, shining

on a corner of picture frame fastened

by 4.
Jan 17th 1888 Friday

Cranston. Denver.

Finished my lecture to-day, after a fashion, and made a few calls. Our lady
day was last night. Prof. Blood of money
came. They occupied the evening session,
they discussed ”the bees.” Prof. B. on insects
of a farm fungus, the latter
on irrigation laws in the afternoon.
was quite well, knew best his
views. The horticulturists were in
session to-day. I was present a short
time, but anticipate a dinner-hour
lift. I have been asked to accept
the presidency of the society, as agreed
T. B. is showed the thought of me.
not to save the evening for dissipation
which seems just now to threaten it.
I gave my lecture in the evening to
a moderate sized audience of 50 listeners.
The report of the meeting of the
was there, and promised a grand
report. Called in at the passage
and found Mr. B. very sick with lung
complaints. (Some twelve bank cashed
between 162.00 and 163.10.)
Jan 8th Saturday

American News - Boulder. The Tribune and News have good reports of lecture by Bugh. 8 copies of letter, endorsed to M.R. Sherr. J.W. Somer.
W. Matthews, May Jones, Dr. Lash, C. F. Mey. B. F. Craig. Spent forenoon in Senate hall. Called on senator gave me a cigar. Found it sour. Flew, ed them to away from city and outside. Letter from Parkerian reply, engaged to teach at Moline. Will leave. Their truck arrive. Literature in afternoon. Called at Melvin's. told in a supply of colors and brushes. 3,00 bought a much tie. Called on Egan and had my pass extended. eat with 3:30. Trunk was brought to be by Boulder Valley train. It was the golden narrow gauge connected with the Logan. Accompanied by 2 others. rode to Golden with Johnson (M. D.) and Welsh. Left by 8:30 P.M. at near from walking to American News.
Jan 9th Sunday

Austin’s Boulder.

Had a very good night rest, which I much needed, had a very medium breakfast, after which I called on Judge North, and Judge Chilton, whom we went in to his place somewhat in surprise. He fixed me and his coming, as usual, against my will, so I have not been able to his eye or care, or my visit. After dinner at Judge North’s I went back to hotel and found Prof. Blount but around and was not in. I then called on Dr. Sewall at the University, and spent an hour or two, and then upon my old Lewand friend, Captain Lowe, Austin. Having, Julia as I came, went in the house at one. The good old mother had been a few weeks before carried to her long home, honored and blessed, a loving character.

The Captain notion in his tight shoe consisted in waiting back with me to church a mile away on Sunday morning, and from her occurred I dismissed him.

I talked to him after on another part and with —— Clove's sermon truth and other

C.

H.

M.

B.
Jan 10 Monday

Home - JF Collis.

Returning to The Hotel at 9 a.m. I

found Roy and we took train

from home, calling in Company as

along with Mrs Young and Moore. Mr

latter accompanied us to Collins.

At Collins we were met by Bryan

Oster, Leonard Shute and

interviewed in library of Mr. Ricker

as Tutor, asked me to have a car to

JF Collins' and mail arranged to

be ready for at 11:30. I drove

immediately home. Found all well

and all mail and papers had all

accumulated in my absence, no mail

letters. Among the letters one from

M. Jones, one for Casey, one

from Dr. Locke, There has been

some writing away still of

some letters. Some letters. L.E.

Davies has passed away. (Newspaper)

An evening spent in writing

sermons glad to get home.
Heman J. Collins

Stayed up pretty late last night so haven't as much of this as I might have.

I've been down there three times now at different times.

Booth held out 3.75 and 12.00, so I got a total of $34.25.

Spent $20.00 on a book and $5.00 on Elm 1.00.

At 11 Mr. E. Kish was appointed into the position of an assistant professor of college arithmetic major. He is a graduate of Boston College. He was married. We gave him the tenth verse as a wedding present.

We arranged the following schedule of classes and hours:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Edward</th>
<th>Blows</th>
<th>Ried</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81/2</td>
<td>Zool.</td>
<td>Alg.</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101/2</td>
<td>Gram.</td>
<td>Ph. Jes.</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111/2</td>
<td>Rhel.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Marian and Elma went to London with a large party of Temples. About 9:30, a certain weekend came. The most violent I have known, as in no certain. The part cannot come near through 9. Call from Mr. Crowing. Called on Allen.
Jan 12. Wednesday

Home to Collins

The storm continues with great violence all night. Marion ad Elman get in about midnight. House full of dust ad disorder. Postal card from Elman. Middle found storm was to day than last night. 21 miles an hour. This afternoon 21 last night. Chimneys, fences, etc blown over. Write to Casey. Dr. P. S. Lehman send Lehman 600 to pay dues to. At up to date for which I have his receipt. This covers an insurance of 12000 dollars which I think is just to my passing to keep up. Paid Bernd a hook bill of 40000, ad Lehman 40 dollars. Then reduc bill to 5000.00. Milk bill 1.00, bread bill 12.00 = 13.50. Marian ad Monica spent evening at Perkeys. New load of coal arrived. I am worried from Bell. Called for College ad 3.

Aurora snowing frightening. Collaps here. cat dyed. Cold break up for all day.
Jan 13, Thursday.

Movie Collins

Last night wind continued mild
Temperature dropping towards cold with snow. Covered
most of all in kitchen, I adjourned to sitting room.

About 3 inches of snow. A letter to John from my boy last
John Hill, Eastern House, Chicago. Notification 97
from Knights of House, paid. Our big color is
being repaired in the Senate. Accounts of steam
germs, Morris, uncovered, and now blown
down. The steam was coming out of the Boiler.
They took in during my recent visit that
it would never blow so hard then on its own of
far Collins. Stopped in today all day except
a short run to college. Sent letter to Mr.

Spent considerable time scratching. Tired of
new colors, attempting to re-touch silver plate
and not pleased with result, removed all
The present with a rag. Out of water, ordered
some for morning. Still at Horner Emply
called to spend evening. Made a few of pastes
intending to fix up kitchen. A pretty throughly
uncomfortable day.
Home - Collins

A rather warm day ending in a wind storm. Fought to have written some letters, but did not. Letter from Supt. Arnold with striping question. I did some posting in kitchen, odd jobs and to my secretary, that my knee body by slipping on doormats, boards of water. (3/14/1902) And with to wind ed mule. Breakfast finished - made me, presumably from Judge Nott. Mention my presence in Boulder, and others complimented abilities in landscape painter. Methodist supper to night. Marion & went with Lynn to & go, O.K. Dad and went to college. Children played during the wind storm, making snow men. Lord Durwurten (The cat) reappeared again to night. He had been gone forever. Found hair end of the house and whipped him for walking in through window. He went off in high dudgeon - When he came back he stood at a distance and waited. Her five children went after him.
Jan 15: Sat.

Home. Called.

A mild, beautiful day, but very muddy owing to melting of snow. Worked in the college this afternoon without fire. Prof. B. returned duffer to the ancient places. Explored Nika at school college. Convealed steam may end in all an hour. John of Wilma's Hall on remains of last night's supper which I did not attend. Met there Rev. P. L. Fisher, Mr. Mains and Joseph of Mr. Pals also Royl. Dinner very good except coffee Reputed of dinner and supper $1 dollars.

General clean up at home. Mr. Davis gone a.d. sister arriving this afternoon in two trains. A to occupy Mr. M. furnished room. John R. come with billy ad occupies toot room. It is seldom that friend had parties, and to night I stay at home from church because of mid-winter, not exactly sickness "A bubbling of candle and camera."

That is not just his sick but resembles sickness as a wickedness memberable.}
Jan 16, SUNDAY

At home. Collins.

The mild weather of yesterday has turned cold and chilly with some snow falling on the foothills, sending us only a few mild flakes. Have been unexpectedly cold all day. Have been precious little of any thing but glances over some religious newspapers of the last, reading the last numbers of New Repository and Golden Hours.

Went to church this morning to hear a sermon by Rev. Allen. His nasal tones are more and more rasping, the more so I suspect he efforts them from an impression that they are effective. So soothing.

An expression in his sermon quite nearer to my orthodox ear. "From Christ he said, "succeeded grandly in his mission."

I can hardly define the feeling excited by this expression. I experienced something similar when I had a disagreement with a person in the Almighty for his knowledge of language. The same feeling that I had last night oppressed my mind and heart for most of the night. Alice heard Rev. O'Leary fish tonight.
At Home. Day opened with heavy snow - 5 or 6 inches. Pulling sleds out for news. Mr. Kenna Enright called for message who was not well enough to go with him to college. The 5th term of college, 1st term of second year opened with the following students: Akin, Brady, Carpenter, Carpenter Davis, Edward E., Enright, E., Peterson, W. Glenn, Hovse, Hires, Smith, Leonis, Leech, Markham, McAllister, Nicholas, Port, Sullivan, Thomas, Walters, T. Wilson, Wilson, S. L., Syn H.

Organized a sophomore class, 1st on the president's principal classes an zoology (agriculture) and the grammar Rhetorica of Latin (ex cathedra). No new tutor. Mr. Rice, present.

We again did not Nicholas see any N.E., upper room, of T. painter home and came for hours for his room. Akin came for a while. Mr. Rice 2.

Spent afternoon in college. Sold Rhetorica & Paris, 1st. Went to church 7 1/2. There were a proper meeting at a revival last by Rev. O. L. Fisher, after which 4 or 5 came forward. About 40 or so. Akin

received long letter from his man and his wife Wilson giving description of his town in Emanc. 
Jan 18, Monday

At Home - Doc. Collin - Day card
and clean. Had the complete organization
of all my classes, four new students.
Marion Edith, Anna Con. Miss Con
A. Abbott. Organized a Latin Club
of seven members. Mrs. Hannah Watson
Laurens, McChill and Mr. Nicholas. June
Moore.

Mr. Campbell called in

The afternoon to census of mail calling.
We found somewhat delay over the
prosperous evening. Mr. Blackrigg
up the college wagon and both the
young ladies home. The snow has
at that time in a melting condition.

A merry crowd - To night mail
brought a package of 40 panorama
from Geo. Hogg.  A letter from
Dr. Craig, regarding how he to\r
had a fifteen page letter from
Mary Field, of Chicago - Mrs. Allen;
also giving an solemnity account of a visit
At Cape Cod and Michigan.

A most deeply on the subject of going
to meeting of M.S.C. and scheme included
next to go.
Jan 19. Monday 11. At home Collins - six inches or more foul weather. Neither seen nor heard of. I read a good novel. Very busy all day. Did some painting in afternoon. My brother here do not phone me. Three new students to-day. Mary Jane, E. A. Smith, Edith March K. Parker, Effie Thomas. = end all 8 30

This evening Allen and I attended a lecture by Rev. B. L. Fisher, at M. S. Church. Subject: Books of Poetry. The best of them for a very good lecture. This is the last in the course. The course has not been a success in every respect. Andrews, rather small, Rev. Gillam had no audience and did not lecture. Rev. Allen is holding a series of meetings, with some little show of success.

In my old position I listen for my college alumna Mark, now Miss M. L. Petrie, MC, 10th Dir of Indiana. Club 7 53 in the ascendant.

Wrote to Mr. VanCleave who wishes to transfer 1, about 10 for winter clothes to send. Their snow cap too warm.
Feb 20. Thursday

At Home. Getting letters. A fine cold morning. The moonlight night kept us awake.

Came to college at the last part of midnight. Thinking it was dawn, so right it is it even.

The deep cloud. To remedy the unhappy men buy a little clock with a large 3. ov. bicycle. To ride on the road.

Went all on the road to the college. College women called in. Conditions again to carry girls.

Came to the college. Went to the gym. Played a couple of hours after taking classes. Came and able to be up to stay.

Went to the gym. Last evening.

No news. Jan 21. Friday

At Home. Very cold and windy day.

College was completely cold, at shape.

There was a short time in afternoon.

And did not last very long. Able to keep

Lunch comfortless with cylinder. since

It is from to explode gases, sometimes with violence. Wrote letters to J. H. Jones, Dr. Lack, J. J. Arvold.
At Home.

The day very cool but bright, as what is called here. Paid for a ton of coal from Patterson at a boil of water. The water was clear, which is good. A man interviewed me about digging a well. He wants 125 a foot, and will walk it for that. Thinks 140 will reach water, and thinks also that the water will be too alkaline for printing purposes.

Spent afternoon at college painting, rubbing, and finishing raft. Glued some of my pictures with asphaltum, with good immediate effect.

Mail of leaded paper to fall. Sumner cd 4 express at Evansville to Mary Fields.

Many spent evening at home. Campbell called wishing to enter college. Indiana flax came with puff. Tissues for must have been in a little irregular over 1 or 2 sun.

Our college application file passed to Mr. Harmon and Mr. Reed in Senate, the duties of passage. Alice will able to be up to do delayed card. Mail this evening with paper, one from J. J. Brymcar 86 Plains. Mice end evening at home.
Jan. 23, 1862

At home.

Weather cooler and light snow in afternoon. Attended Church in morning. Cut out caps. Attended town meeting, though the price was low. Thursday was bad. Claims to be looked after. Stage part of the town at 9 A.M., and made some remarks on doing the duty required of us. That I suspected were not cordially appreciated.

Inverness had a letter from Major Dellenbee, adjutant general.

Procured old journal some college papers as to his assignment of strangers.

Went to Union Temperance meeting at night with Mary. Mrs. E. chatted and was agreeable. Throve on roast of the dampers of the new fall house. OnCollege point. Capt. Byrne gave a fine ed very impressive lecture.
Jan. 24. Monday

Cold but clear and slightly blustering.
Am tired of this "beautiful snow."
Colin appears placid. Two new students,
Chaffin and Zeidler. Chaffin is an old
student, grade sophomore. Transferred
my grammar class to Inter Rill.
Frenzied writing in afternoon at 3 1/2. Prev.
Shall be Rill. Began to cry, Harmony.
I take the rhetoricals. I doubt if the
essay to the department.
Read some paintings and rather successfully.
Miss Rosner took them with me. Miss Chambers
also looked at the-

Jan. 25. Tuesday

At home. The snow took me on the R.P. train,
and train got in yesterday with word a wish to arrange
of mail and express mother and a baby stroller
for purposes. Washed cold clothes, a success.
Painted in afternoon, cd scrub in evening.
because I want to rest from strenuous work.
No letters. Morris ends in evening and
in new gear.
JAN. 26th, Wednesday

At Home - A cold unpleasant day as usual

with thin window to study with. And most memorable as my 50th birthday. I celebrated
to by writing letters to Will and Maria DeLay
somewhat lengthy. I do not feel as
if I had lived a whole century.
The years so far have been
lights. Only the wideness around me curiosity
in that I am advancing in life.
My power of expression rapidly and am
strong upon 27. Elmer 18. - Elma I
expend 7. Marion, an adopted
is 17. I have attained perhaps as
high a position as I am likely to
attain, so on position is concerned. I
have to improve its position.

A young writer and better. I have many
mend of old friends and old times.
I have formed plenty of good
resolutions. Worked a couple of hours
in studies, and successfully.
Jan 27. Thursday
At home - A very cold day -10.
I have been very busy. Went to the
silversmiths for dinner and purchased a dozen
milk plates for the dinner room.
Stove (at 2 dozen) sold with
Prof. B. at the Trumbull house.
Interview Mr. Mills, an expert of
Water Works, present C.P., present
a letter from his father regarding his
prescription to use salt Sea of an acid of
health. Purchased a couple of
Lamplighter magazines. Fan at John. 60
Jan 28. Friday
At home - Misty day. This morning
and some will doers fine at 8 a.m.
The two principal mowers apologized
Miss H. and Mr. This afternoon organized
class in elocution, elsewhere theme on
articulation. Early again in
drum. Many bought his home.
Letter from Dr. Larcher - a Company.
Bill from Trumbull 13.90.
Jan 29. Saturday

At home. - A rapid thaw. Paints all day, and did rapid work. Confirmed a copy of a chalice of Moravia in the college.

Jan 30th 188 Sunday

A warm, showery, sloppy, and otherwise disagreeable day. The News this morning reports a bill en amendment by Senator Jull in The Senate Bill to send 30 young Indians to the Fort Collins Agricultural College. - an item that creates some excitement as in our present infertile condition it transforms us into one Indian training school.

Letters from Brooks of Easter. W.T.

To Senator Jull in Jull M E. Pulp

Jan 31, 1881

At Home - Still having so very sleepy. A letter from Capt. Hennings. A report from Rev. O.L. Fisher concerning Vanclay, which must come immediately. Working on my copy of the Maine chronicle successfully. Faculty meeting at 4 p.m., all friends. Owing to clush did not attend. The superb library of Mrs. Camps. My subject was Victoria of and no preparation. Did not send my letter to Senator Fillée. Pronoted to cover of Rip Johnson of Portland in our state legislature, in offering same's bill. The regulation of the Board matters can't accede for it. Please will concerning the inheritance of farm, management. Must answer all and also write to Dr. Strong. The Bill as written by Johnson will secure. Taking a secretary for the Board to write a number of letters but am in want of brain. Merry and this evening. Last day of January - witness.
February 1, 1881

At Home. Warm, muddy, disagreeable day. Painted some in my Moore and became more intimate with his style. Shakespearean Club met 6 o'clock at college. From Anna Edwards and Lida Johnson — Bill from J. E. H. Wrote leg letter to C. Brooks.

Feb. 2. Midnight

At Home. — Muddy, foggy, and cold. Very few visitors. Did not go out. Wrote to Bisita regarding gossip concerning Hunman. My plans of sailing like one head.

Feb. 3rd — Thursday

At Home — mud and thaw continuous. Not a very unpunished dog. No letters. Wrote to B. S. to organize the Hunman re. Drew last month's certificate of distinction, ad sent to German Bank. Dinner, for 38 cents 35,00. Wept Krohle who wanted me to give my lecture on The human of Among Life of Bailey's schoolhaus.
Feb. 4, Friday

At home.
Mind of flash continues, red sphere on around where recalled Elamzin close in afternoon. Left and went up and from the Latin, ad painted an hour. What's a little to Dr. Cray, ad sent paper no 4 on pronouns. Send postals to Judge in Rajs... Sup. or state editor, Wish, ad send of commn schools Easty as Cal. Springs coal getting low again. Dr. Ag. Hill was finally for the Senate. Wnt to post lacy, spend evening writing paper no 5 on prefixes.

Feb. 5, Tuesday 1881
At home. Spent most of day at college. Check for 15 & dollars advanced for German books minus 2 & 25. In 1/2 percent debt. Ordered a load of coal to be here Monday morning. Call on Mrs. Allen. Found her very sorrow. She has returned from convalescing physician in Canon AZ. She has an inapride kidney disease, she is has given her much trouble recently. No letters, Cal. Ch. Adv. cam.

At home. Complete change in the weather from mild and soft to stormy. High wind from N. W. with
short snow. Eddy at home went to church. Rev. Plummer preached. Miss
Woodman attended him well. One man Godman
a mountain guide, found a large avalanche
and began to clear it with large arbours.

Miss Bertha Stiles from Asheville.

C. A. Brooks of Otto Hammond.

Daily bring intelligence of the
dearth of Thomas Carlyle. Spent
the day at home, resting, Mornis and
most of the day. Charges his boarding
house to J. E. Andrews, as Mr. Wilson
has sold controlling interest in Conway
To Bruner y Breerly. Articles from
The paper. God will go to Church
at night or more of a sea.
Feb 7th. Monday

At Home. The weather moderate.

Went down in town where I am almost a stranger. Called an Abbott.

Last week he is 38½ c. Jules to get my dry-cured liver for a bill.

Faculty much in operation, ice from Dr. Nicoll's.

Mrs. Satterlee's in good spirits, inc.

Michael Allanum & coop.

With a great joy I pricked up in a drama by night in a Ben Room. Went to supper at Mr. Comp of Andrews' place.


The whole intermezzo good as Balaclava that went to hear on turn of line system.
Feb 8th 1881

At home. Weather still moderate and cool. Made my usual visit to Mrs. Rich's. Miss Ruby, of Prof. Blanchard's. Basal pills and other medicines. Some of the lower boys and"led" boys came in and asked me to look over some calculations. The reply was either to say "I don't understand" or to "chop" ad ad we went over some calculations together and found a trifling error. Harlow brought over a specimen of mountain lion which he presented to the college. It is a skin rather imperfect stuff. He thinks I can get it up in good shape. He wants glass eyes, etc. in the position. I suggest chemin de fer instead of a string. With love to Susie.
Feb 9th Monday. 31

At home. Mild day ending in snowstorm, and particularly disagreeable. Alice quite sick to-day and with very unpleasant symptoms. At intervals, nausea seems to gather about her hands giving great uneasiness and some discomfort. Commenced copying Brichard's map in greenish and 14 x 20, and another chromo of a mountain scene by Moran, making 4 pictures for the college. Went to town at half past one. Called at new bank by Mr. Chase, cured by Mr. Avery 147.75. Called upon Mr. Johnson and paid him 63 reducing my indebtedness then to 200 dollars. Paid Abbott entire bill for land month 385.00. Had Exchange Class 1.30. Too long, I came home without writing. Call for 9th Argus and return of Hunter U.S. ship. 绍 a bunch of independence centers - a lot -
Feb. 10, Thursday, 81.
At home. About 3 inches of snow this morning at temp. low. Almost sick all day. Else attended a birthday party of six girls. Mrs. Jinks came for her and returned her at 5 p.m. Letter from W. W. DeWitt, confidant of Rev. P. J. Irish requesting me to go to Cheyenne last Sunday of the month as first of next University with an application of 13000 dollars lost. Koloff of Rhode's responsible. Sedearmy last Dwight.
Mrs. Mason of Mason ad Holtell, Jim was kicked in the head by a vicious horse ad is suffered to be a day. Mr. Archer a relative of Mr. McDonald died this morning at 2 a.m. of consumption at the school house where he was temporarily boarding! Like so many others who come her for consumption. He imagined that he was recovering the exception of resting of the world.
No news had something to do with his sudden demise.
Feb. 11. Friday 81

Sir,

Mention this morning 8 below zero -

able and better. Elma with his ears

pierced as they have been occasionally

for years, with swelling of the neck.

I attended service at the request of

Mr. Enough the President, who complained that

she could not keep order. While I was in

the room, the reception was good. The

exercise was an essay, declarations reading

a debate on the question "Is man the master

of his own destiny?" of a manuscript

paper read by Mr. Nicholas very eagerly

and somewhat personal withal. Mary

Edwards declared with much justice:

"Mary had a little lamb."

Ed. Marsh read an essay. Watrous

read a sketch reading. The debate was a later

failure, no one seeming to be prepared.

There is a tendency to too much fun. A

spirit of seriousness seemed inspirant. The

neatly. Called on the Allen's. Went up 8

and found them in study evening. Gave

7000 appreciation to them and 2000

notes in Senate 4 30 81.
Feb 12th, Saturday

At home. Cold inside—about 15.

Last night, no coal at call. Order from Mr. Patterson, red smoke with Briton & Bernard. 6. Kind 250. Alive 750. No letters, posted from home requesting an extension. Called.

His in Deacon's report, absent.

Feb 13, Sunday.

At home. Day cool. Filled M. E. pulpit in service. "Unto whom shall I go?"


Feb 14, Monday.

At home. St Valentine's Day but not, on account I remember as in the dusty old days very cold. Very cold.


This weather's y'dil but so dazzling that I can't make entire pattern to myself again.

May attend. Introduce land and faculty. Meeting, stroller. attend.

End. Call from out of heaven.启蒙.

Deliver 6 copies. Paid

here 3 dollars. Dr Colc corded

about 6½. Grain (or) summer

hour late. Very quiet. Mary come in to her; Edy attended

me. I'm for accused of hate as witness. Day in school. Mr. Cornell. The

furnished another boy, Gus Evans, insulating his sister. The sympathy of curves

will. The big photo did the friend's part sit.

Dr Colc of coke speed come. To out for silver. Court.
July 15. Thursday
At home. Math. polishing a little, tempera. This morning with grand parents. Wrote a letter to Dr. Craig and before going out made a letter from him. Wrote also a letter to Oren, Maryland. Wth. Jnr.

July 16. Friday
At home. Did much milks letters from J. M. North and J. B. L. Langstaff. The 17th elevation. Clear. This afternoon Mr. Atcheson. Topi Emphasis. Need 5th. Modulation. Found as an expert to go to open house at last and prep scene. Portrait G. in Italian. It is a lot. View of roses with a color of mud, bend mountains, and wish I could see the rain. Taking pin, flame rising from crucibles. Remember I spent a huge 50,000. The frescoes is very good. Alice bull. Mary she sick.
Feb 17. Thursday 1881

At home—Serenity of spirit & the abolish. Nothing of special interest today except a letter from Dr. Sewell proposing to send our reinforcement of 50 Indians to Corpus Christi from Rhineland, may not able to go to school this week.

Feb 18th. Tuesday

At home. Day mild, Remind painting & finished a couple of small pieces & commenced copying a Brinsfield portrait done—photo society tonight held open session, half hour, contest for the Rhades prize by W. W. Nicholes or Brinley. Subject read that the size of the ladies indicate the descent in the Rev. Mr. W. & 3 other mates; Judge Bright son of Rev. Mr. Bright, Mrs. W. lived in Newbury, hasten awarded Waboms, Coal (1 ton) from Paton.
Feb 19 Sat—1881.

At home. Did some painting. Have the most cathartic I have had for years. Moving paint of paint of small reflux water barrel. Bored from O.L. Fisher, which announcement I send a couple of letters to Mary Fairfield. Scrap book I mean mostly having come to prices. Several in water and transferred from to a new book. Went for shies and mild.

Feb 20 Sun.

Mar 21 Tuesday

At home — Few dry but rainy (clouds)

a period of about a hour in the evening
when the wind blew a gale 40 miles an

from College and I walked in the gale.

Chapel lamps described an area of 1000

over damage done to buildings, etc.

from Cantor — down to Holman

Works very successfully on an old piece.

"The cantata will be..." faculty meeting at
3 p.m. all present. the last time that

strawberry affects us with his presence. He announced a candidate for a new

plan, Barnes graduate — for sing —

SPECIALIST, STRATTON mentioned that

Barnes had recommended him, as

I remarked the "I had not corps...

Sitting club and at our house

present Mrs. Carpenter, Chaffin Cole,

Dr. Cole, Miss Lila P. of Bloom &

Camps, March and Jones, S. E. Cole,

Seyler. My topic was: Min. Camp,

barracks rich as I heard from Brown.

Club unusually amicable. Much met

Time at Dr. Cole, John to dinner.
Feb 22. Sunday

At Home—Washington, Butt

Missy held school all the same. Paid rent. Painted the parlor some a short time to the tune of $125.00.

K. R. in town. A pretty day.

Dr. Fugly: (Sentinel) plan.

Darnell, Mahona. Must have a letter just with.

Feb 23. Monday

At Home. Just started mild spring day of the year. Boyd and this afternoon at 2:30 college. Played Mahona, South, Sentrum, Ryan Lawrence, Hume, Edwards, Bochard, Boyd. No important business discussed.

Kippen at 3:30. Rambled over college ground to look for site for new building. No well, headache, to which I am not used. Went to see Mrs. D. R. Allen and Mrs. P. Smith.
Feb 2 1872

Henderson

At Home.

Joined Board met at 9 a.m. all members present all present all present all present.

Drew a picture. We had a fine time. We had a fine time in the morning. Visited R.H. and N.P. Chan. I got off my best suit. I got off my best suit. Board reorganized the society in large rooms.

Secretary and Farm Manager. Henry R. B. E. W. shows to be attended to this time, but finally got in looking very sultry and somehow. He is now out of the board. Capt. Boyd. Mr. Southworth. Bracke and Honeman took tea with me. All but Honeman spent the evening splendid time.

Boyd one of the best speakers I have ever heard. Bracke mentioned other ways from some disintegrated rocks along the bank. Which made examining something the advanced theories in honey other. Wrote letter to Parker and slept till 12. m.
Feb 25th 1879

Our Board continued its session, decided to build dormitories, locate them near the present building, Board elected Chas. J. Davis of Leland Leland was co-Mich. Prof. of Chemistry and Mathematics, but with some misgivings owing to his spelling of letter making application. There was but one other candidate, Dr. Payne, whom I think well qualified but Mr. Davis had the advantage of being a graduate of Mich. Ag. College, 1880. His salary was placed at 1000 dollars per annum. Miss Lagnrange Ryan and John of the Board dining with me (also Mrs. Lagnrange.) When I returned to him, found my cousin Martin O. Van Horn at dinner. Had never seen him before and his visit was a very great surprise to me. Several very good girls took tea with Mary Lyon, Chester and Miss Thomas and Emily.
Jan 26. Saturday

At Home. Spent forenoon with Marion, her bright eyes to be seen
on the noon train and afternoon
at College with faculty. Very pleasant.
Enjoyed good care to work on
college farms, at 40 per month with
broad. Made several important changes
in methods. Approve Davis family.
Went with.
Work in farm well
than elsewhere. Sent in a present
box to Mrs. Jackson.

Plumer at her office. In night
The Marvis went at Rie Allen's and
gave him a donation. He wished
Came home from letter to Mr.
B. Davis. Proposed she'd also send
letter to Jones at hotel, filling up blank. Home.
Went down with Miss M. to Marvis
in car and on same letter heads.
While I was a Seaman came
with hand printed, a typical Scot.
I received him as the flag, although
I had never met him before.
Feb 27

At home. Letters today from Ellis Scowen and Rev. Rees, Mr. Allsopp, a Universalist preacher, asking a preachers' aid. I was the writer. Robt. Rogers here to Barreys, I'd preached to large audience — go from the angry crowd as Barreys as we.

Think several young men. The two Barleys a Mr. Small's school had them — an original character. Bills an Englishman who seemed a good natured folk. Procided to Barleys by the piano player at college. Room not good. Paid a shilling (one shilling) which the storm of last Monday had partly demolished. The owner had not taken it off. The contractor had to pay for repairs to the day following. The loss now falls upon the contractor. This rises up. The feeling of the present, "Do not put off" try to acquire what can be done. The day slow about. The Contractor read allen preach O.T. Genesis.
Feb 18th Monday.

At home. - Yesterday Allen announced his resignation to take effect April 1st. Attended a Board meeting at 3 P.M. Board asked for appointment ofometer and director to run the house. This was accorded, of which I received notice last night. Medical milliner, no faculty meeting, to-day Common I work, 4 boys details, Eliza Jane, Eliza J., Davis and Bayly. Activities: morning, letter from Dr. Jones and Smith. Afternoon, paper for Sowell, Alice. Lab, journal. Prof. Jones seems to be editor, full of cotton news, letter from Dinsmore to N. pres. who wants a place in college.

March 1st

At home. Very very pain but
ending in storm. March 1st
2 hours. In epidemic. Eyes
serious affected. Letter from
a friend in Cal. Los Angeles abed
shop. Have seen very little good
to day. New barrel of water. Meat

March 2nd

At home. The storm that commenced
last night raging with unabated fury
for 24 hours. Between 2 and 3 a.m.
The wind attained a velocity of 74
miles an hour. But it seemed so faint
the house and even the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
Don't prayred. Had my class and
the college men
from did the storm of the 21st mid.
March 3rd

At home. A delightful spring-like day. Work on poem assumed winter's special. A college Write to Gen. H. Haage.

Sent after to Pres. Abbott, asking ride as named. May claim as home from approach of Venus as the morning.

This year 1st definition of career after.

March 4th

At home.

Fine day. Garfield inaugurated.

Mr. Fug. floating in town.

Met a man at the morning. Jack met all afternoon. Drew sketch.

Mr. Fugley. Has a vast improvement in business methods on his predecessor.

Write to Gen. H. Haage. Called at

Courier office, to see about letter I had

Examining Davis in Rhetoric.

Mr. Court to Pres. Fairchild

in Abbott. Industrial to pres. Davis

Dr. Craig. Dr. Payne. and an Expres

to Mary Dreibel.
March 5 1905

At home. The day opened pleasantly enough but closed with a prominent show of snow and wind. Found 65 have gone to the country. Mrs. Barlow, school teacher, to give my lecture on The Humor of Army Life. I and

went to up. Spent some money for a college and parties in town. Called my check for $15.00. Paid

15 dollars interest on note for 300 which renewed. Paid film. Now paid Albert 35. C. O. and 15 dollars

for Waters. Mr. al admn of Masonic lodge. For weeks now

from time to time applicant is asked on

signed in number 1 order to pay

of college. Most to Dr. Mislin

called in Rev. Allen, and for

him much depressed. I am 5

weeks for him. A man now to

the president of an andrew

not folding.
March 6th

At Home — Storm continued all day. Found 8 or 9 people at Church and instead of having a sermon we went on to Pres. Church in New Jersey. Called at Rev. Allen's home and several others who gave me a program for Church services. At a lack of writing paper they gave me one which I wrote a letter to Dr. Cory. No church at night, I heard to his father's Byrne. He was preaching to his wife, daughter and a little boy. From Byrne I hear came in just after, and we were the whole congregation. He differs Unitarian as Unitarian, but what? D'you drink it — carnal? A good sermon. Lenten

This day has been dolorously dismal. There hardly a redeeming trait, there is much under 40 miles of snow. Call for

Mrs. Kiss, Mrs. H., Mrs. Colyn, Mrs. W. McC. W. for Viga K. and D. D.
March 7th Wednesday

At home. Day spent painless but the snow is dazzling and there is mud beneath. This morning I had a vivid dream that has some psychological bearing. I got an alarm for 5 in the morning at which time I was too fast asleep as I remember dreaming; if dreams are consistent with sound sleep, a chain of events of some length led to the alarm. I was going to thought to a living state, and there found no one in considerable perplexity I turned around for a bell pull, and finding one at last, reached up and touched it. The moment of touching is the alarm went off and awoke me. It was not the sound of I was expecting and startled me in sort of slumber. I very was then presence in the dream, or was it still completed from the time I first heard the click of the alarm bell at my waking? Call for Mr and Mrs Avery. The letter prepares a music class.
Astronomical Phenomena

To the interested observer of the starry spheres, the latter part of the month of February and the beginning of March will this year afford an interesting and sublime view of the planetary bodies in their various aspects. If we turn for a moment to glance at the western sky soon after sunset we are at once impressed with the magnificence of the scene. Within a compass of a few degrees are presented before us the three most radiant members of our planetary group—Venus, Jupiter and Saturn; while a little higher up in the zodiac the invisible Neptune stands guard, and lower down just above the western horizon, the winged Mercury gradually shows his twinkling countenance. So that five of the seven contemporary members of our system are all in the same region of the heavens.

It will be interesting to observe the varying motions of their bodies. During winter months of last year Jupiter and Saturn were our evening stars, but were high overhead at this time in the evening. In January last they were to be seen slowly sinking to the west, while Venus at the same time were just coming into view. Those three planets then presented a straight line with Jupiter in the center. The motion of Venus is so much more rapid than that of either of the others that she soon overtakes them and passes above, and on February 25th the three planets will form a perfect equilateral triangle, whose sides are five degrees in length. After this the triangle is gradually altered as Venus moves eastward, until on March 1 it presents the form of a right-angled one, with Saturn occupying the position of the right angle.

This group is just below the head of Aries, and in the direction of a line drawn through the two principal stars of that constellation.

Venus is constantly growing more magnificent, and soon leaves Jupiter and Saturn far behind. Their brightness is slowly fading, and ere another month is passed they will have disappeared in the rays of the approaching Sun. Venus, however, continues to illuminate our sky until May 3, when she, too, is lost to view. Thus are the beautiful combinations broken up to make room for others, for endless variety is the most sublime charm of the grand science called astronomy.

Mercury reaches his greatest distance east of the sun on February 23, and becomes evening star. On that day he sets at 7:20 p. m., an hour and a half after the sun. So that while observing this beautiful triangle of Venus, Jupiter and Saturn above, we can cast our eyes toward the horizon and also steal a glimpse of this god of light.

To add to the charming scene, the young moon modestly places her slender crescent among the group. On March 3 she passes very near Venus, and north of latitude 46° north will occult that planet. This will be a beautiful phenomenon as Venus suddenly disappears on the dark edge of the moon. If the latitude of Cincinnati the planet touches the lower border of the moon as they are setting at 9:15 p. m.
March 8th

At Home. Fine day and warm.
Did not go to the college this afternoon. Again not bitten.

Mr. Allen - No calls, shall go.

March 9th, Midnight

At Home.

Dog runs enough
enough. Again not bitten.
The Delcution Class about
five hours. Modulation. Mrs.
Avery called again, with reply
to a music class. Will not
succeed for two reasons, the
weeks are too high for
any one else. of our musician
students already here names
called on Rev Allen, Christian
Adams with a very plain.
characteristic evening.

Edh. - Large batch of cotton
paper came this evening,
among them Medical Journal
and 2nd Pen.
March 10, 1881

at 10 A.M. all met so well to day, Land was
the wolves or coyotes howled about
the window, greatly to the work of
job. The house dog, Wirt, ran and
seed as storms sliding down
the above barrier, where the hills
and plains.

Rue fisher council morning train as stages its journey
left from Muscogee wanting me
to go to Lemmon, I cannot say
fashioned by Emerson. Official
meeting at rue Allen, present
plummet, Garrett H. Sibbick Meighem,
H. Emigh, Thomas C. May
Rue Heter, and y. The first duty
in unrest, Speaker of p. The snare
Brown on a principal letter from
Rue C. Brooks. Wants to be Chief of
Reform school at golden.

is in financial trouble. Left off. Mr.
went down town at 2 I soon made
back home as storms roll in
at 3 a.m.
March 11, 1875.

Cheyenne called this evening, and we wrote and resolutions concerning Rev. E. Allen. Wrote 4 postals to the members of our committee. Mrs. Marsh and Mrs. M. called, etc.

Cheyenne - March 12th.

This morning took 11:45 train for Cheyenne. Trip uneventful. Day fine and rather warm, but grew colder as winter begins. C. Jones a gentleman waiting for me with a carriage. Drove to Mrs. Paul's where I am to spend a few days. Monday, Mrs. A pleasant lady, coming of interest. Mrs. W. with her and a couple of daughters, Muriel and Oriel, and a young English. Noon, Mr. Johnson.

Walked down town after lunch, and some calls. Mrs. Graham's daughter, etc.
Cheyenne. — March 15, 1868.

The day opened kindly but ended in rain and cold. I first attended in morning at Mr. E. Church. Upon leaving the school and school after service. Very early Mark several old and made some new acquaintance, among them "family of Dunchins, Indians, and lodgers behind from very one. On my way back to Mr. F. I saw a mountain wolf in a cap and a pack of genuine Indian wolves. The first I ever saw. Recognized one of Walter Scott's books on Landrieu's monumental days, intended to call on Gov. Hay but learned he was in Washington, and I should have his congretation. I might to aid of storm, but I am not 30 pounds. Subject. The life that music. Snow fell rapidly, and a strong wind is blowing Cheyenne today and Much more. The snow very irregular. Several snowstorms hard. Call from Mr. Palmer, flood many invitations I came again.
F. Collins  March 14th, 1863

We arrived early, and without distressing. I went down to the depot in a heavy train. I saw a first-class car. We had a room in a train and I paid $5. The passengers. The freight train was left. We had the car, the cabin, and two locomotives. We drove through the snow in a way that was wonderful. I had just arrived. I had just arrived. I was in a grand place at exposition. I

But there was no evidence. I reached New York. I

and heard all my classes. I saw my friends. Not many friends. A few students. My ladies not more than 5.

I went to hear the stories.

Laing, McRae, for

Sanborn, and a letter from Prof.

Miss Fr. Davis, Miss Sturman, and

Miss. I expect you will send my letter of Mathemathics.
March 15th, 1874

At home, still being. Some days of temperature varying very hilly, nothing noteworthy, except a call from Rev. Allen, as a friend from being a copyist and wrote 5 dollars. Next to Church, and met with committee on resolutions and festival about to give forward a gift to Rev. Allen on the 25th of Wilton's Hall. Mary sick again. Eliza is home because not well. Difficulties has broken out in school and 2 scholars have died with it in our parish. Keep all the children out of school. Letter from Rev. Shilten this morning. Notification from K. of H. of death no. 80. The K. of H. is getting to be an intolerable tax. This is the 3rd notice within a month of 1.50 per month multiplied X 12 to 46.80. per 2000 dollars. Some about made up my mind to discontinuance. This is besides a 4.50 per year of dues. Rev. C. from Freeman for a little more than a month.
March 17th,
Mar 18 Friday

At Home - Fair day. No letters.

Came and spent part of the morning writing letters of rejection to magnetic dressing machines of with the drugger, gave experiments to class. Exercised Rhetoric class in spelling.

School around 10 A.M. Started quarter in formmistresses. Nicholass, Daviss and Glenn moved into my room. This plan, of a man's sleeping in the back to the hands, and an temporary writing a pleasant. Paid Peter 10,00 a dollar and the load of coal. (Ten.) Fruel munir at night, some dinner in the hall above, which, Pretty nothing important in faculty meets, except some order for coal, glass.

Apples in the Culture of food.

Express package for Elliott Hill.
At Home March 19th Dad was
fair day. Am at 7. Call
from agent [illegible] from
2 I and journal per letter
of which I subscribe. I do
you mention. Call from Krogh
the agent ship to discuss Mr.
Krogh's concern. Sent him
brochure ed 2 rolls of lamps
patches etc. and trumpet.
Went to
town at 7, ed bought a blanket
book $1.50, ed paid for ed
on Thompson. At night
I went to college ed the drama
societies club read Jim Nighy
in a box room ed Robert
Macaire. Call from book lens
At Home March 20th. Sandy
In by commencement fair and wind.
in storm. Went at the church
with alin this morning. Good all
night. Called Tony, mid
Dwight, Mr Jenkins instead. So
letter from Euchler.
At Home March 21st. Monday

The day very fair, and marked
with nothing very notable except a
long faculty meeting in the afternoon, at which an unusual
amount of business was transacted
and we determined to resume work
on the evening of the day. Was fair,
setting to dry fruits for Saturday
and to put the purse. Dew, dew as usual. In the morning the wind
was somewhat high and there was quite
a drop in the north of us. Went to
Clara Club at Miss Camp's
friends. Dr. and Mrs. Cline, Mr.
Chapman, Carpenter. Broke the
Budrow, Miss Camp and myself
discussed till 11 p.m. in the pretty
poem of Moore. The next morning
we met with
at Miss Jones. Subject
Some scenes of Europe, female
roads.
At Home, February 22, 1881

Dear Mr. Stinton,

Our work with clarity. Call for B.A. left 2 number 7 and journal. Crafts person for 2.50 enevelope and 1 year for.

75. Called here on Rev. Allen and returned books. Called to both post office and meet.

Resolutions for Allen:

Letters from John, Mr. Smith, to people.


Laid visit to Mr. Allen.

Best wishes from George.

Eyes hunting, Mr. Oliver.

Wrote several calls.
At Home Wednesday March 23rd 81
Jim is well. Not speaking well.

At my eleventh class am from

At Home Thursday March 24 81
Eleg capture at night after going

At 2 p.m. with Mr. and Mrs. Allen.

At Home Friday March 25 81
Paid Dr. Bogg and Dr. Callum

cow - Paul - Sagana, Southuck

Ryen, Honey and myself. Run

thick lines - Yonnie trending.

Postman from Jenny Logan.
At Home. Saturday March 26 1887

Very pleasant day almost too warm; met with Mr. Brown & my friend O. Col. at Mr. Swen's. Proceeded w/ Mr. Swen's three men. Proceeded to build a ditch & tree planting. Recommission of our friends J. H. Nutcracker. 4:00 dinner by R. at H. Pur. Allen ad. with both tea with us. After tea went down to attend to town business. Home pool. Temp. patron in. Some snow. Letter from Mrs. May. Want a picture of Old Ned.

At Home- Sunday March 26

A very pleasant day. Rev. Allen preached his farewell sermon to good listeners. I took up collecting for his mission to about 54 folks. He & Mrs. A. took tea with us. Ella Coote accompanied us.

Sam, May 27th. - Glen came to Middle one morning.

Aft evening quiet and sleigh which raged all night running.
Monday, March 28th, 1888

At Home. Saturday March 28th, 1888

This morning, Dr. Cobbs drummed his hand

This morning, Dr. Cobbs drummed his hand.

I cannot find yet how body now

Here in a dress of 2 50$ dols.

Sidewalk hacks.

Paid Rev. Allen

12$ dols. groceries, and 11$ dols. for

lowes. Called on him. Went to

Depot at 3:20 and saw him off

with a number of friends, and was

appealing leave taking. Called

with B. on Waters and took

up a college centinel. Intended just
to go to the library, but could not
get time. Went to meet Mr. Jones.

A Variety Troupe play

Mazeppa to wind up the Opera.

Here. Now this town puts on a city

air. The Opera House is.

Sent one out of Denver and to

St. Louis, and the scene is again

to that of St. Louis. Wrote to Mr.

E. Mean and send Cali Advance to

Pat McNeil.
At home Monday March 28, 31

Herman returned to By from Buntin. Day very rainy. Worked preparing for College. Had been in College, wrote 30 pages of manuscript for Cowan to be sent down to summer. Saw portrait of R. L. Hany.

Monday, got their ad S. W. Black. bumper coming and ken. Eddie had done well. Amusing him in rhetoric class. Yeager, class most paradox. Some great clean to day wrote paragraphs on deductive reasoning. Memory of Cowan. New student to day. Sam Nixon, no faculty meeting to day.

Herman. Authors from Press. Elliott of Michigan College, in relation to P. H. Davis, in answer to me which I wrote them some weeks ago.
At home, Wednesday, March 30, 1881.

Fine, but very windy day. sent from manuscript to Webster's long this morning. Student not very well. school to day. Excused Elma to allow him to help Morris come home afternoon en route.

A paper from Dr. Echard containing anecdotes of 1st Sallie exp. in which Elma figured as Noah's Ark like a nut like faculty meeting all present.

At home, Thursday, April 30.

Miss two longs steamed day, with sprinkles of rain in afternoon. Much indigestion.

Miss Morland both with us, Miss and Grandma met at Mrs. E. Church 3:30. Mrs. Child spoke and she addressed the ladies.
At Home. Friday, April 6th, 1881.
All fools day and oppressively.

Observed the fool's day. The barometer indicates
an inch lower, as near an air bubble. This
is the most agreeable piece of weather on record. Prof. C. F. Davis arrived
this morning from Michigan and K.P.
and boarded the train with me.

Wrote my turn at college work etc. refused
I lecture a pretty good audience at Mr.
Church and drank at a free cot.
The lecture had I been given before was repeated and repeated.

At Home. Sat. Apr 7th. Carded out
in garden or Pondie Bank, peddled
24 dolls to Sheldon. Carried Parson or Rev.
Thornton around from pretty, and I
ate at Tom's and with Miss Davis
put up with a room temporary
To college. Rev. Thornton went to Mr. 
Emigh's to be entertained. Married Fred
and Etta Darwell at Mrs. Carpenter's V.

After which - 9 p.m. went to Macnair's office.
and to the 10th degree.
Wrote for Corrin. Camp lecture at Church.
April 3rd

At Home. Sunday. Spent the day. Rev. Thornton preached at Mr. E. Ch. Morning and evening. Preparations to Logan. Andrews Corry and put wood back to G.

Rev. J. E. Hills lectured at 3 p.m. to large audience in Opera Hall on Temperance. 1 p.m. - Rev. Thornton arrived. - A summer's rest day and I slept. Some letters that were to be answered. One from Mrs. Loomis. Feeding our cow. Reading journal. ate a green dessert, peaches, plums, etc.

At Home - Monday, Apr. 4.

Fine day. John Reid and wife and Rev. Thornton called. With them all after noon. Paid March Hill at alt. 46. 00 and 18 dollars p.c.o. to James Duff, 1. 00 toasting money. Frankly mule occupied as till 11. 00 a.m. did not come till Nelson's at dinner.

4:34 p.m.
At Home Monday, April 3. Fine day. Call from relatives and neighbors. Miss Smith and Miss Tarbell from a ladies' school. Miss Smith told of fires and attending a funeral of Mr. and Mrs. Wright, the older daughter of Dr. Marion, 8 years old. (4 p.m.) Then went down to vote, again. licensee. A new party. United, 30 dollars. Attended dramatic rehearsal card at his college, Rev. Old. Fisher in town, doctor. At home. Monday, April 6. Fair day, but ending in drizzle. Also last recitations of term, success fully. Exceeding boys from school on west of rehearsal in Opera House, which I attended. The repertory in mind of 'Ten Nights' by a man of fun. Rush to see a man and woman, when. 2 p.m. I walked seventeen hundred of my way. Rehearsal all right. Well under the standing. Very successful. Evening. In town again. Letters from Daffy and S. L. Clark, Mrs. M. S. Lovins, &c., Murray & Co. and Delano, Mr. D. T. from A. L. S. & M. W. Henn, Denver.
W Home Thursday Apr 18th 1881.
The storm of last night partially cleared up but the otherwise fine day ended with slush and snow.

Examinations & dog pound 7PM. Examining classes in Zoology & Botany & heard prof. B.'s class in Algebra. & Mr. Interim's class in Arithmetic. At night attended the drama gotten up by our students. Ten Nights' in a Box room at Robert Malairie, in the latter of which Elder quite distinguished himself as Juggler Chief. Interesting seeing him around without selling the audience in a room. The house was full an audience of men of 400 his presence. I bowed to Edil Elna Elna & Edith March Mrs. E. had intended to go, but owing to change of weather found herself with a matter of great regard. Many performed the part of Sunny Morgan in 10 nights in a Barroom. Then oars in this place were Nicholas Elna Waters, gave Mr. ed. May.
Wed., Friday, April 8th

This day close on 1st term [2nd year], or 1st term from beginning.

Today's class included Mr. Clark's Math Phil.

We had a perfect day for geography. Algernon and Graham Rund and went out at night, a little from John's. Later he had a letter from Edith Marsh, asking him to spend a few days, taking the dog. This morning, 3 inches of snow covered the earth.

At home, Saturday, April 9th, 1881

This morning a cloud white sufficient from the ground. Mr. Young broached the temperature of the ground and found it warmer than the air. 52°, air 50°.

Dr. Swall called on me and spent day. Letter from Phoebe Ponce, Nashville, Ills.

Send express to Prof. Swall, 200 East Main Street.

Called with Dr. Swall at the opera house.

Paid hotel men 40c.
At Home, Sunday, April 10th, 1881

Very cold this morning. Kyle called for me at 9 o'clock at 10 am to Bailey's schoolhouse. At 10:30 m for Elder Fisher, then and am at the river. Then after dinner we drove to Jasper where I appreciated again for Rev. Olive Fisher. Ten came as in morning. Boat Bertha with Mr. Mrs. Eddy on Thursday. He went out to Pleasant Valley Friday. To spend a few days at the Mars's. A very pleasant day notwithstanding the cold. Henry 1st. P.M. Did not go to Church at night. Call from Mr. and Mrs. Slade. Call from Mr. and Mrs. Wilkins announcing the death of Lizzie, on the last night. A sad sorrow since put grief as much as if she had been our own house hold, is which she was a member for many years in Lebanon. We should have taken her with us if we could have done so. She had been married now a year.
At Home Monday April 11, 1881

A day of storm, of snow storm, in which I did little but confine myself in the house, and write a few letters. Written to H. C. Delbert, Young Seymour, E. Allen, P. McNutt, W. J. Fostelhuy, John Hild, and E. L. Allen (huget) in an envelope from Washington, D.C. Sent 35 papers Common March 31st avg.

At Home Tuesday April 12, 1881

Day steady nothing done. Called at Court about affairs, ad gone to a dozen items bought a couple of blanks from, Johnson and some writing in one of them. Received a letter from Rev. Libby.

At Home Medwed, next morning called on Caruthers and Courting.

Paid 15.60 Taken in Fire House 1881 due accident to the cat. Several operations performed by my own doctor.
At Home, Thursday, Apr 14, 81

Wind blows today at 42-48 miles an hour. Much otherwise pleasant.

Postcard from Cowley. Faculty meeting at night, are present. Mostly scientific discussions. Call from Koyhi.

At Home Friday 15. Warm sunny day. Bright sun. First of College. I left them and 6 soft volunteers six librarian books. I know two others red and the pool to cottenwood. Spent much of afternoon at college. Send 3 Gros to Dr. Swell. Several visits. Postcard. I paid here 12.75. p. III, vol. of Everyday Journals. Johnson's ed bought Vol IV in 10 dol. cd soon dear uncle. When I pay the 10 dol. will you or...
Virginia Dale April 16 1861

This morning started from the Dale in company with Rev. C. H. Rayle at 6 a.m. in a carriage borrow from L. S. Slothrop, a drayman, and a horse team. Drayman slept. Slight rain.

We reached Dale at 9 a.m. I had a very interesting time there. Second church at Shiloh would church. When I sketched rock hounds fell in with an intelligent gentleman who gave me some camera information about the deer a person much at it offered me all I could to find some but failed. First day 7 days without rest and I felt very slow and heavy for lack of food. Hannah Ryan was then visiting May Scrath. There was Dale home was the old hotel or kept of the drayman Sleath. It was built of wood and theorses used for the lawlin period. Some of origin how I slept in what I supposed was a bed, in many found a pan some...
At Home. Sunday, Apr. 17, 1881

Church in the New building.  
Mrs. Harriman's, Prudent & Eva 
Harriman. Communion. About 
11 communion. After sermon 
went to Mrs. Hi. or married to 
Hannah Hill & M. Harriman. 
Dinner tickets. A few present 
were late got away at 3 pm. 
Preached 10 am at 10+ Very 
end cold day 
with colored drawing. Dog saved 
by stones (5th Psalm 3 in the 8th song) 
No. Harlem Monday, Apr. 18, 81

At Home. Monday, Apr. 18, 1881

To dog and end. The end of 
4th year of Ag. College, with 
30 students, Fagam, Chem, Geo 
ology, Physiology, etc. Fagam. 
Prof. B. in Bot. to learn 
Algebra, Prof. Davis in Geo. 
Chem, Alg. etc. stamped to 
Jamaica. Went in to work all mon 
sud pater cd hem to prep kin 
June 19, 1881

Late night at the Granger

...and some others

April 21, 1881

Beautiful day and a busy one.

Rudges' lecture on trees

Miss...and Harrieman of...to...call from...M. Blunt...By Central notice the death of W. H. Hiner...an acquaintance of W. M. H. E. Jones.
At Home, Frank Ape 27.

Beautiful day. Call to buy from
Miss Hollister into want music
school for 

sent a copy to go for the Grand
Lehigh on the farm for a few
moments. Learned something of the
ways of the Express. I Bond, a com-
memorating of "Ways This are dark
And little they are vain.

Proceed six more trees, then ensure
Three for elders. To put such in lot.
Bought a pop. many, and a Frank Leslie
Mag., containing a portrait of R. R. Lee
and Sec. of State.

At Home, Saturday, Ape 23.

Dinner - at home all day. Went to
purchas a c. W. 100 trees, at S. 1.00.
No more eating. Put in their box, box has
at 3 analysis. Room to dry at
ground, and big crowd of races pull

Gordon giving prize, giving

-
At Home. Sunday, Apr 4, 87.

My friend paid and cleared his farm, which being 60 miles on
the road, as this occurred about eight
lines. He did not return my ardor,
reminded me about 40 pounds. John
Millin. (45 mins.) Also much
embarrassed. Attended church in
morning. Reverend preached. The
first line I had heard since
the front. Matthew with answer.

At Home. Monday, Apr 7.

Friend paid and cleared well. My friend
paid well. W. Ryan presented a
Collar. Mr. King presented
his own quilled plant. We saw
landscape. 50

Letters from John Reed promising a
picture. Answer I letter soon. They
will return with letters to
send picture desired. To Minneapolis
per mail.

At Home. Thursday, Apr 11.

Journey made. Wausau. W. Moore
seen. Staged to town after Pad
on end. Improved Charcoal.
At Home Monday April 27, 1881

Rath and boy Board and
this afternoon all present bed. G. H.
Birkin and Brockett. Seems very
harmless. Brother in bed with
his accident. Head纠纷 the
base money. 1st hour. Communion
in his presence. Drew 150 dollars
yesterday and 2 and 4 A.D. James
Paid butcher 5 dollars. Churn maker.
Eddy run off this evening. Mrs. Jacobs damaged.
At Home. Thursday April 28.

Slept in last and night of camp.
Some cold. Monday warmer. Bred in
some old dry. Brockett here. Letter from
Dr. Webster. Eddy went home from
March probably at Murphy. Jim went home
To look him up while the Body is
in session. Rev. C.L. Ellis called this
evening to see if he could not understand
in a scheme for raising 500 dollars
to pay church debt. Did not enlist
official meeting Montague. New
At Home April 9, 1889

Bored continued session and closed at 4 p.m. after a very full I had a very session. Extra application for

A. M. Messrs. Messrs. a mile of town

founded 12 bales, R. I. brought new

oven, paid him 50 dollars exactly

payment. Mention, appear, very

and cold. Mode of lecture on airy

through Study, afternoon, went

May to Philips Library. Capt. Boyd

presented at made some very unpleased

remarks which wound the resentment

of the boys. Frank Wadens made an

impudent speech about the late frame

on which I quietly tipped him.

The meeting performed were no

sense of a failure... W. J. to hotel

with Capt. Boyd, house 10. Now

get on an arm away, letter from

P. Wrenn which answer'd at once

Asbury Renewed April 1st,

My old reading apparatus
AT Home. Saturday, Apr 30, 1881

Finished letter to day.

Such a day — & after

noon sent Elma out to Marsh's

to look up Edie, College Keys.

Cannot understand them much.

Call in every from Studsman

& ladies, & seem few playing by

Miss Studsman & others.盼 R. lay

who wants to come here & open

a bookstore.

AT Home Sunday & Monday

twice

my visit. & this time

the day Elma returned with

Edie. It is probably in town, was

to hear letter to day at 3½ p.m.

in the car. Miss and R. came

was on the point of leaving

when Elma came in says that

Is his mother and point, & machine & came home. Found 2

your meaning in opposite agree

with 2 number on one side,

he for k. Saymore.
At Home, Mandev, May 2.

Rain or chasnpres are pebeo.

With & Carey, Frankly meth.

at night, all pmro. Dr. Nothing of special importance come up. Part.

all of 60 dollers &. All ready. I was

the unfertulday isage. Pay. Davis

hones to bore at Edmon. Flores

an account of Mrs Ed sickens.

Elven & English led there buzzy ed

went to mountains in search of Ed

found him at Bachelors sheets.

ranch buzzy ed was wild. But

him been ed near. The dog showed

unfertulday zogacert in this hand.

Card from Pres. of Texas A. M. &

College. College station. Alix impo

ving slave. Applications must bold.

to Robinson for some mistaste

on his part. Elven get per

mission to go to North Park for

summer, in hopes of some rise in

warm. Alix stand me

anchor on long this. Hicken from
Friday, May 2nd, 1881

At home. Cool day, had shower, point from Penn,
Assenmouth 8/4 and Rev. H. H. Allen, Alice some letter,
set eddy at work in printing office.

Wednesday, May 7th. Fair day.
Alice able to sit up.
Exceed Elmo. Called around of town & go up with park, to
spend summer in worth.
Letter from Carrie Papineau
Hattie Edwards of Rev. West
went to the hotel, bring
squirrel down & dug with
her drill an act of cruel.

Wednesday May 14th.
Thursday May 15th, 1881
Fair weather in about 60 dollars.
Get prelament for ed.
let 9 to C and off, sent 8.
$10 - or end for. Paul Jewell
$7 dollars, in and
At Home

June 27 - My old maids Call 6 - Nicholas and Eliza.

At Home Saturday May 7th:

Elmira left this morning with Miss Brightwell to spend Sunday in North Park. Called at Judge Roberts and got back my 72 dollars minus 

the 

The

$7.20 to him on $14.70

Red answer for A. H. & Co.

I bookmark answer. Lewis DeGruy

Project. Declaration statement.

235. need out entitled to hold by

soldiers claims 15.4.85 acres No. 4

in Township 8, Township & south range

68 west a part of land about 6 miles.

Estate of James Wood, 

At the Old Line. Lick & 6th St. 

+ At the old line in a pretty woman

3rd day return. May 23rd

Sunday. Very fine day indeed. The sun 

was really beautiful on Mt. E. Church in use in Bible meeting. Very fine lecture. Heard him pray in morning, lecture on Ephesians.

3.30 p.m. full beam. Subject: The Atmosphere.
Mr. 9th

At Home. Monty - Died a storm this afternoon, with hail and rain 1/4 inch fall in 15 mins. Called on Roy -

from them 'twas storm. Called him 3 mins. 
died of J. M. 8. Bill Ellis and people do -

Just killed might as such - all friends,
No. 3 Special. Paid balance every
Fine to him. pd. Silver omnibus trip

15th

Ail Home Tuesday. 40

Call to day 1 McPherson

7 Good Rap 88 Mrs. and Rev

Wright of Evanston. My porter

return to town. Mr. W. remained

born him to Mr. Evans to see

a grand pace. Command beef

on Matin. Called on J. Thomas sick

At Home. Wednesday May 10

Hend Elots, clean in 1.5

naspeaks. Cold in head worn

than ever, spent afternoon colder

from Mrs. DeWitt. From sixty 1

I with her. Called on Condra

Drew J. H. 11 1905
At Home May 12, 1881 - Henry
cold medicine - improving - Called on Secretary to
2. Ann and Mr. Debolt's - Came over Windham to Mr. Evans - Secretary's
3. visited college, 27 and see him,
commanded lecture on water. Went to supper

At Home May 12, 1881

Letters from Mattie Edward Webb, Julian, Wilkie Delany, Pat McNutt, R.C.
John had. Written my 1st lecture on water,
reading classes in Zeddy & Physiology
read essays. Casy & Spightman around 2 p.m.

At Home May 13th Sunday - 1881

Spent most of day with Casy at Mrs. Hermon. Came after a book stores
called on Colley. My place to Alice and
called again. Yesterday was chilly

To attend church today. To day she had
regularly in the church. Went
familiar to Howard in time & to his again from him. Called at Expanse & Casy's

African - Some symptoms of new all
club place and concerned.
At Home. Sunday, May 15, 1881

Mornings sun not very strong, no showers.

The bands of the earth to-day

Sudden showers should make the streets 

and bring beauty to the mosses, 

and bring letters to John Reid's. P. McMurtry.

John Watkins, John Reid, Settler from P. 

Craig, P. S. from Eliza, A. Walder, Col.

Lectures to our audience quite good as on land Sunday on Water, Elder M. Spaulding 

in the evening. Decidedly well in money. Not built the meeting in the world.

At Home. Monday, May 16, 1881

Not going well—day ended very 

and the worst Thursday. stayed P. M. 

know, I met Father bull, Letter P. McMurtry, 

and Elder Craig. Elder Johnson 

and him at Depot called 

Chancellor of Oregon. Father 

him to a. B., not forget meeting. 

Rev. man being present.
At home. May 11, 1875.

Rain all day. Evenings dark and rainy. 8:30 p.m. Brother 31 miles, and myself 25 miles. 4th of July uninteresting. This evening, as usual, a little sleepy. May go to sick No work at college on account of rain.

Called on Courtenay.

At home. Midday. May 12. 8 a.m. Called on Audley in return to letters & plans. Mother of Mrs. Miller. 9th election day.

Mr. Patten returned from Boston.


May she grow sick.

At home & Friday. May 13. Faint.

Nothing special of note. Called on usual. Paid Patterson 10 dollars and paid our long & cast still over 100.


Paid lawyer 500. Own him 5,00.
AT Home, Saturday 21, 1881

Fair day. In company with Hiram, Harpst, Davis, C.O. Jenkins. I went in lion train to Paris, Texas, and started off 12 M. 4 1/2 miles. I then went up to the Box Elder and had lunch. Drank back 10 miles. Letter from Wes at Omaha, ed Ruev Thompson, giving the last word on & before Jan 3rd, At the Masonic Lodge, to which degrees of Fellow Craft, we attended.

AT Home, Sunday, May 22.

Proctor Thrus to Mrs. Church, Men's topic. Home Eternal.

For men. Days. Seating at College at 4 o'clock. Topic "Music, music of the Earth," Letters from Minnie, etc. at 12. Answered the last Western about Ten p.m. Dray very warm music, mosquitoes sing.

The End
To the public colleges of the United States: Ag. Michigan State University, Ann Arbor.
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta.
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge.
Mississippi State University, Starkville.
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
S.C. College, Columbia.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg.
Ohio State University, Columbus.
Pennsylvania State University, University Park.
University of California, Berkeley.
Indiana University, Bloomington.
Kansas State University, Manhattan.
Texas Christian University, Fort Worth.
University of Texas, Austin.
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
University of Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind.
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.J.
University of Delaware, Newark.
University of Maryland, College Park.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville.
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
University of Georgia, Athens.
University of South Carolina, Columbia.
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
P.O. Address of

Mrs. E. F. Summer 1100 W. Washington
Mabel Edg 436. S. 6th. Ind. Ind. 343, Penn
Mrs. Corwin Gay 91. Grant Ave. Denver
Earl Crum 300-2, "
C. L. Fisher Box 2615

John Reid 920-22. St Louis 1700 Olive St.
Geo. H. Hazzard 116. E. 3rd. Denver 87 Penn

Dr. Finley Danville Ind.


Mrs. Allie J. Wilson 33 44. Mich. Ave. Chicago
Mrs. Anna W. Wood

Mrs. E. H. Cram Eastern Colo. 7

Marvin D. Vanhorn 115 Chestnut 59 Harrisburg
Mrs. Engersoll 436 Champza St. Denver

Mr. Wilkins 520. Denver St. Leavenworth

John J. Wilkins 5-19. Washington Ave. 50 Denver

Mr. L. S. Stedman Con. 97 34th 40 Denver
Feb 18 — Hn 720
March 8 — Hn 580
18 — Hn 520
April 5 — Hn 600
April 27 — Hn 800

Jan 14
March 30
Apr 28
May 18

Herman Piecking

Jan 14
March 8
Apr 28
May 18

Jan 12 — 600
March 24 — 250
11.20